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of scientific and technical data and metadata”Public interfaces



Chandra Data Archive
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✦ Maintain the whole record of the mission, from proposal to 
publication


✦ Support all operations of the Chandra X-ray Center (CXC) 

✦ Provide access to all data (and metadata) produced by 
Chandra to the astronomical community



Chandra
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✦ Chandra is an established observatory that has revolutionized 
our understanding of the high-energy Universe


✦ Unique observational properties (that will remain unique for a 
long time)


✦ Established synergies with X-ray and multi-wavelength 
observatories


✦ Large-ish, rich data archive, with ~16000 public observations
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✦ … cater to the anticipated data needs of homogeneous 
communities of astronomers working in specific field


✦ … provide permanent storage - and access to - data that 
changed only in their extensive properties  

✦ … crystallize a snapshot of the technology available at 
their inception (with little incentive/possibility to innovate)

Mission archives data access  
interfaces needs to…
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By allowing re-use and new uses of archival data, 
archives facilitate the investigation of regions of 
the observational parameter space that can be 
otherwise impractical to access or inaccessible 

altogether.
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By allowing re-use and new uses of archival data, 
archives facilitate the investigation of regions of 
the observational parameter space that can be 
otherwise impractical to access or inaccessible 

altogether.

Archives as instruments

Archives needs to pursue the opportunity to 
act as multipliers of the scientific output  

of the mission
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Interfaces reqs

✦ Common functionalities

-- Data Discovery

-- Data Access 
-- Data Exploration/Visualization 

✦ Search interfaces

-- “Observers” vs “Chandra community” vs “General 

community” access type

-- “Observation-based” vs “Spatial-based” vs “Source-

based” search criteria

-- “Single Observations” vs “Aggregated observations” vs 

“Scientifically-enhanced datasets” focus
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Ideally, no!



Should mission archives keep developing 
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Bold statement
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Eventually, not anymore!



External interfaces
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Thanks to the Virtual Observatory, and its 
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close* to achieve this scenario
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Mission archives should invest in the creation 
of a distributed, collaborative, interoperable, 
decentralized, rich data environment, where 

astronomers are free to choose their favorite 
tool to consume any data.

*very close: we need to 1) re-absorb ad hoc 
arrangements in place with some external interfaces 

into IVOA orthodoxy, and 2) define and adopt 
comprehensive, granular usage reporting mechanism 
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✓ Cone Search                    Chandra archival observations

✓ SIAP                                  Contributed datasets  
✓ TAP                                    Literature-data links 
✓ HiPS, MOC                       Chandra source catalog}

Mission archives should invest in the creation 
of a distributed, collaborative, interoperable, 
decentralized, rich data environment, where 

astronomers are free to choose their favorite 
tool to consume any data.



Embrace the Future
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✦ Changes in the scientific needs of our community drive 
changes in the data needs, that is difficult to capture and 
model


✦ Mission archives are embracing and pursuing their new 
roles as multipliers of the scientific return of their missions


✦ Mission Archives should/will take full advantage of the 
power of VO, embrace their roles of global gatekeepers 
of their data holdings and benefit from the ever-growing 
network of public interfaces, that can collectively address 
the data needs of the communities much better than any 
in-house interface.


